Microquest Healthquest EMR Guide- Virtual Care
Introduction:
The purpose of this document is to provide some quick and easy steps in using your Healthquest EMR to provide virtual
care.

Virtual Care Tool Set
Microquest has created an integrated set of tools for virtual care for Healthquest. Please visit the virtual appointment
page of the Healthquest website: https://www.healthquest.ca/healthquest-virtual-appointments/
The full set of tools that assist virtual care in Healthquest are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-line booking
Self-check In
Appointment reminders and confirmations
Intake Forms
Patient Portal and Patient Messaging
Virtual Appointments (with record of start and end time)
Virtual Appointment Chat integrated into patient chart

See https://www.healthquest.ca/features/ for more information or contact your Microquest Healthquest client services
representative.
Note: the Microquest PIA amendment for the virtual care tools has been accepted by the OIPC.

Selecting Virtual Care Delivery Method
Before using this guide, it is suggested that you review the Select the optimal care delivery method for patient
needs tool. This tool will help you ensure that your clinic has the appropriate safeguards, processes, and tools in place to
deliver virtual care

Patient Consent
1. Verbal consent documented in the patient’s chart is acceptable as a minimum. It only needs to be recorded once.

However, CMPA recommends the use of a signed informed consent form. This will allow the clinic to provide virtual
care without needing to obtain consent for every virtual appointment.
• See the Intake Form for documenting consent
• If an Intake Form is not used a regular form may be used to document consent
The Intake Form or a form is searchable in the chart.

2. Consider flagging paneled patients who have not yet signed a consent form in the EMR so the clinic team can quickly
see patients who need to sign the form when they come to the clinic. Consider flagging patients who are not
comfortable with virtual visits and/or e-messaging so your whole clinic team is aware.
Flagging could be done using Expanded Notes or a Note on the patient’s Client Card
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Informed Consent and Documenting Consent
Patients need to be informed of what virtual care services are being provided and how they will be delivered (via
clinic or provider email address, text message, invite via application, etc.).
Principles:
- Clinic team members and providers should all be aware
of the standard clinic process for informing patients and
documenting consent.
- Consent should be documented in a consistent location
in the EMR so everyone knows where to find the
information.
- Consent needs to be documented once per patient, not
for every encounter.

1. Intake Form – Electronic Consent Form
Microquest has a service called “Intake Forms”. Enabled
clinics can send a patient a link where they complete the
form securely on-line, submit and then the form is sent
directly to the patient chart. It is easy to see in the patient
chart for patients that have completed the form.

2. Form – Virtual Consent Form
An alternative to using the Intake Form is a regular form. It
is called “Virtual Consent Form”. You can use this form to
document patient consent and once complete it becomes
part of the patient chart and is searchable.

3. Verbal
For offices without the Intake Form service, the clinic may
document consent verbally and use an autocomplete to
document. Store this in the chart in a place where all
providers and team know where it is located. Include who
recorded it and the date. It needs only to documented once
per patient.

4. Paper form
Clinics may use a paper form. This template is available from
the CMPA:
Once this form is scanned and indexed using a standardized
terminology such as “Electronic Communication Consent”.
The clinic EMR administrator can manage the list of Scanned
Image Types if you need to add a new scan type to your
clinic list.
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Preview of Virtual Consent Form:
Clinics can find this in the forms library.
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Virtual Visit Template
A virtual visit template has been created by Edmonton Southside PCN that makes it easy to document verbal patient
consent. The template also assists in delivering a virtual visit and documenting start time, finish time and provides
guidance on eligible billing codes. Contact Microquest to receive a copy of this in your clinic instance.
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User Tips in a Virtual Visit
These tips support informing the visit and rapid documentation.

Display and Drag Information

Right Click on the Medications, Problems, or Labs tabs to display active/current information from those fields.
Click and drag information from any of these lists into your chart notes.
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Renew Active Medications at Once and Sync
•
•

From charting overview, Ctrl + Left Click on any active medications you wish to renew all at once.
You will then be given the option to print all together or print separately.

+

Autocomplete
This feature (also commonly known as a ‘macro’) allows you to save time by using an abbreviation (keyboard
shortcut) to enter a phrase, paragraph or long set of text. As a clinic is adapting to new office processes related to
virtual care any phase that any user finds themselves entering twice or more per day should be saved as an
autocomplete. It could be used to record:
• Patient consent. The following statement (from the CPSA) can be pasted in a chart note: Informed verbal
consent was obtained from this patient to communicate and provide care using virtual care and other
communication tools. This patient has been explained the risks related to unauthorized disclosure or
interception of personal health information and steps they can take to help protect their information
• Phrases or messages within clinic.
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To create autocompletes to help speed up time spent on charting, go to:
Setup> Charting Setup> Autocomplete Setup

1. Click New and then enter a word or abbreviation that you would like to use as your macro that will be linked to a
longer phrase.
Enter the entire phrase in the description box.
In your phrase, you can also use ??
as a type of placeholder for a value
or word.
This is so that you can keep your
phrase generic and applicable to
many patient visits.
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2. Type the autocomplete abbreviation (in this case we used fracwrist) into your text box and then click Enter.
You can now also easily tab between ??
placeholders to quickly complete the
information we want, to make this chart
note specific to our current patient.

Up to Date Client Card
Finally, it is important to have standard front office procedures for keeping the patient e-mail and cell phone number up
to date in the client card as these are used for many purposes including reminders, phone call appointments and setting
up the patient portal.
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